Happy Long Weekend! Travel safely, dears.

**Lamson Resident Survey**
Almost 280 of you responded to Dean Burrill’s e-mail inviting your participation in our annual spring survey! We’ll spend a lot of time going over your input before making plans for next year. Thank you for caring enough about this place to make your voice heard. Remember that the survey’s over, our ears are still open, do keep sharing your concerns and high-fives with us.

**February 18 is the last day to receive your Andrews Study Bible.** Undergraduate students may pick them up today in the Office of Campus Ministries between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Friday. Graduate students may visit the Graduate Dean’s office on the second floor of the Administration Building between 8:30 a.m. and 12 p.m. on Friday.

**Registration’s Open: for Adventist Engaged Encounter!** Adventist Engaged Encounter (AEE), an enrichment weekend for engaged and recently married couples, is being held the weekend of March 4-6, 2011. The event begins Friday evening and ends Sunday afternoon. For registration info, contact Undergraduate Leadership Development at 471-6681 or aee@andrews.edu

**Looking Ahead to the end of Spring Semester**
I know, I know, you’re counting days to spring break…... But as you are making your end of semester travel plans, keep in mind that the last day of spring semester is Thursday, April 28, which is also the last day of your spring rent. Once spring classes are over, your housing arrangement for spring is over as well. Plan your cleaning and packing so that when exams are over you’re ready to go.

**Housing: Selecting a Fall Room**
OK, ladies, start your engines! Alert all your “I don’t have time to read e-mails from Andrews’ friends that e-mail is how it will be done!” Those who can request the room they’re now in are doing so right now, as we speak. For more info, see the e-mail I sent you about LH room requests (big clock at the top) via e-mail, on your room door, and on your hall bulletin board. Those who can keep their current room only have through the weekend to sign up for it!

**Pondering Applying to be a Resident Advisor or Student Dean?** Applications available at the West Desk, or from the Lamson Hall website. Like all future plans, it’s worth your thoughtful, prayerful consideration. A job overview is attached to each application. Look it over, recommend it to a qualified friend, consider if this is where God wants you ministering next year.

**Questions About the New Dorm**
**What will it be called?** Though I hear y’all call it BurWoman, I’m pretty sure that will not stick. LOL. Unless paid for by a donor, most buildings are named to honor respected leaders of the past; for now it’s just the North Tower. *Is it true it will be (gasp) co-ed?* Nope. When University Towers was built, it was planned for an additional future tower, and the lobby was made double-wide, etc. in anticipation. The new tower will be an entirely separate building accessed from a common lobby. No ones’ key will open the other tower, visitation will be allowed only in the lobby (as in all other campus residence halls), and being found in the living quarter of the opposite sex will be just as poor a decision as it would be now between any other existing dorms on campus.

**Who will live there?** Females only, in graduate school or undergraduates at least 22.

**Will that mean I can’t remain in Lamson if I’m in graduate school, or 22?** Well, currently Lamson doesn’t accommodate graduate students, so that won’t change. We’ll accommodate as many continuing 22+ residents as we can, but yes, most will be exploring housing outside of Lamson.

**How come the guys got two buildings, and we’ve only had one all these years?** Actually, Lamson HAS had two buildings all these years.... The East side of Lamson was built in the 1940s, and when they needed to expand, instead of building a separate free-standing building (as the men built Burman), Lamson built West in the 1960’s. They are entirely separate buildings, different heating, water, etc., with little lobbies connecting them (by church and café). (Check out the brickwork in the courtyards and you’ll see where one building ends and the other begins). So our solution meant you didn’t have to leave one building to visit friends living in the other one, not a bad idea in mid-west winters. Also explains why half of Lamson has community bathrooms, etc., that’s the 1940’s side! So, in a way, with the new North Tower, AU will have 3 dorms for women, and only two for men. Ha, take that! (no previous commentary does not reflect the attitudes of the Andrews University administration or Board of Trustees, was planned for entertainment purposes only, and any resemblance to any actual attitude alive or dead is entirely unintentional. No attitudes were injured in the production of this newsletter)

**Daily Deals**
LivingSocial.com offers daily deals for locations near you. Log on, choose your location (South Bend, for example) and it will alert you to one great deal a day on-line or near you. For example, 1/2 price on bath and body works, or at a local restaurant, etc. Fun. But still, remember that there is no good price for something you don’t need and can’t afford.